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Kansas City University
Improving the well-being of the communities we serve.
9th largest medical school in the United States

Source: AACOM and AAMC
Leading producer of physicians for Missouri

Source: National Center for the Analysis of Healthcare Data
>8,500 physician alumni throughout the U.S.

Source: National Center for the Analysis of Healthcare Data
KCU-Joplin

• Welcomed 2nd class – now 320 students!

• Once fully enrolled, KCU may become the largest medical school in the U.S.

• Expand access to rural primary care, positively impact population health

• $120 million estimated economic impact to region from medical school

• Community philanthropy of >$40 million
>$75 million in Kansas City campus infrastructure investment 2013 – 2019
New Center for Medical Educational Innovation
Paseo Gateway Intersection

- Multi-year design effort to revamp Paseo/Independence Ave. intersection
- Through collaborative effort – proposed design to include new intersection
- Maintains southbound access, and allows for direct west entrance
- Improved safety & traffic flow
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Gateway to DOWNTOWN
Paseo Gateway Project

Transforming the Historic Northeast
- New Signalized Intersection
- Sidewalk
- Cycle Track
- Green stormwater Infrastructure (GSI)
- Dedicated Left Turn Lane
- New traffic signals
- Pedestrian Refuge Island

- Future Gateway Feature
- Underground Power Line

Belvidere Park

KCU

I-29
Improving the well-being of the communities
Kansas City University
OF MEDICINE AND BIOSCIENCES
COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
COLLEGE OF BIOSCIENCES
- Remove Entrance and Reconfigure Surface Parking Area
- Expand Parking and Remove Detention Basin +47 Stalls
- Surface Parking = 523
- Structured Parking = 176
- Total = 699
- Future Parking Additional = 47

Kansas City University of Medicine and BioSciences
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